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From the Chair

Industry skills needs continued to drive ForestWorks services
in 2016-17. A workforce that has employees whom are trained
and skilled at their job and current in their practice supports a
safer and more productive workforce.

With advances in technology and new product
development, it is an ongoing challenge to ensure
workers are trained to the appropriate standard
and that they have the skills required to safely and
effectively undertake their job role.
ForestWorks focused its efforts this year on developing
its services to assist organisations demonstrate their
professionalism and to manage the skills of their
employees, especially those skills required for high
risk activities. The FOLS Skills Verification Program and
the Forestry Better Business Program are two services
that aim to do just this. FOLS records the training and
verifies the currency of employees’ skills. The Forestry
Better Business Program, which is currently under
development, will recognise professional businesses
operating to high standards in the industry. Together,
they can provide a platform for industry to demonstrate
their professionalism and safe practice standards.

ForestWorks also continued to support industry
develop its skill standards and qualifications. Although
the national mechanism for this process changed
recently, ForestWorks continued to play a key role,
supporting Industry Reference Committees to engage
with industry about developments to the national
skills standards and qualifications. At a state level,
ForestWorks coordinated and provided industry advice
to the New South Wales and Victorian Governments,
informed by engagement undertaken with industry.
I would like to thank my fellow Directors for their
efforts and contributions during the past 12 months.
Jane Calvert,
Chair of the Board
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General Manager's Report
ForestWorks reviewed and refocused its operations
in 2016-17 to the following four key areas:
1. FOLS Skills Verification Program
2. Forestry Better Business Program
3. Skills Standards and Qualifications Development
4. Industry Advice to Government

The FOLS Skills Verification Program continued to
grow this year, expanding into Western Australia and
New South Wales. It followed the initiatives of HVP
Plantations and the Australian Forest Contractors
Association (AFCA), which endorsed FOLS. FOLS offers
an efficient and transparent system for managing the
skills and currency of employees and supporting safety
in the workplace.
The Forestry Better Business Program is a service that
ForestWorks is developing. It was trialled in Tasmania
in 2016-2017. Forestry contracting businesses will be
able to use the online program to demonstrate they
are operating to the high standards required. During
the development of this program, we worked with the
Forest Owners and Service Suppliers (FOSS) committee
to develop a Work Health and Safety Audit Tool. The
Forestry Better Business Program will launch nationally
early next financial year.
ForestWorks and our well-established industry networks
continued to play a key role in the development of skills
standards and qualifications, via contracts to provide
services to four Industry Reference Committees, across
the Forest and Wood Products and the Pulp and Paper
Manufacturing industries.
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Skills advice to government took place through
contracts in Victoria for Industry Advisory Groups
(IAGs) and in New South Wales through contracts for
Industry Training Advisory Bodies (ITABs). This year,
we were appointed by the Australian and Tasmanian
Governments to deliver the Training and Skills
Development Service in Tasmania. With advances in
technology and new product development, job roles
in our industry will continue to change; this fund
enables workers to undertake training to develop their
skills to meet the requirements of new job roles and
responsibilities.
I would like to thank industry for all of your support this
year and your commitment to supporting us to develop
and improve our services. Your input is invaluable to
ensuring our services meet your needs. Thank you to
ForestWorks’ staff for all their hard work and resilience
as we have undergone changes in 2016-17 to our new
operating environment. I would also like to thank and
acknowledge the support and guidance of the Board.
Diana Lloyd,
General Manager

Board of Directors

Jane Calvert
Chair

Tony Price
Director

Jane is the National President of the CFMEU Forestry,
Furnishing, Building Products and Manufacturing
Division. Jane has been representing workers in the
industry for more than 30 years. She has outstanding
knowledge of workers’ needs in training and career
aspirations and the challenges of developing new
skills in the production environment. Jane has a strong
governance background and has been involved in
numerous industry Boards, Councils and forums and
brings this depth of knowledge and practice to the
ForestWorks Board.

Tony is the Managing Director of Midway Ltd. He has
over 30 years’ experience in all facets of the forest
industry and has a particular interest in harvesting,
processing and marketing. Tony brings a wide range of
executive management and board director experience
to ForestWorks and is well connected with industry
leaders, which enables him to provide analysis of
current industry thinking, issues and challenges.
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Board of Directors

Craig Smith
Director

Colin McCulloch
Director

Craig is the National Divisional Senior Vice President
of the CFMEU Forestry, Furnishing, Building Products
and Manufacturing Division. Craig has a long history in
the forest and wood products industry. He has spent
many years understanding the dynamics of all sectors
of the industry through his role representing workers.
He has excellent understanding of the mechanisms
of government on a wide range of issues, including
vocational education and training. Craig has held various
committee and board positions over the years and
has a comprehensive understanding of organisational
structures and corporate strategy.

Colin is the Project Manager at the Arbre Forest
Industries Training and Careers Hub. Colin has
considerable experience in the forest industry,
particularly in harvesting and haulage contracting.
His previous roles include Chief Executive Officer
and Chairman of the Australian Forest Contractors
Association (AFCA). In 2016, Colin was inducted to the
Australian Forest Contractors Hall of Fame, recognising
the significant contribution he has made to the growth
and development of industry.
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Mark Nelson
Director

Leo Skourdoumbis
Director

Mark’s current role at Australian Paper is as General
Manager Converting and Distribution, having previously
been the General Manager of Human Resources for
10 years. Mark is a human resources and industrial
relations specialist with 35 years’ experience working
across various industries. Mark has direct knowledge
about the needs and challenges of attracting and
developing the skills for a large, complex and diverse
regional workforce.

Leo is the Senior National Assistant Secretary of the
CFMEU Forestry, Furnishing, Building Products and
Manufacturing Division. His experience includes over
25 years with the CFMEU in roles including information
management, employee representation and Branch
Secretary of the Federated Furnishing Trades
Society (FFTS). Leo brings to ForestWorks a strong
understanding of skills issues and challenges across all
sectors of the industry.
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FOLS Skills Verification Program

FOLS
Skills Verification
Program

In 2016-2017 FOLS expanded into new areas and maintained membership in the traditional
areas of Tasmania, Northern Territory and state forests in Victoria. Growth continued
with HVP Plantations moving all of their own workers over to FOLS and encouraging 18
of their contracting businesses to move their operators over too. It followed their public
announcement late June 2016 that FOLS would be HVP Plantation’s required standard for
the recording of training and skills verification for high-risk forestry activities.
FOLS is a national, industry-led system that supports
the professionalism and safety of industry through an
electronic system of recording training and verifying
currency of workers’ skills. It offers businesses
a streamlined system to manage the skills of
employees and improve safety in the workplace.
The Australian Forest Contractors Association (AFCA)
became advocates of the program, signing an
agreement with ForestWorks in July 2016, to provide
AFCA members and their operators with discounted
FOLS fees.
In April 2017, Wilson’s Harvesting & Haulage made the
decision to be the first Western Australian business
to adopt FOLS. Forestry Corporation of NSW then

supported 18 of its harvest and haulage contractors in
the northern hardwood forests around Coffs Harbour,
Wauchope and Grafton to move over to FOLS,
between May and June 2017.
FOLS is guided by a national steering committee made
up of forest managers, contractors and RTOs. The
national Steering Committee has provided advice on
key features going forward and improving the service.
FOLS enables forest managers to work with
contractors and their employees to ensure they are
appropriately trained and current in their skills to
undertake their job roles. Through FOLS, companies
can identify training and skill gaps and how they
will fill these.

Left pic: Stacey Gardiner, AFCA General Manager, signing FOLS agreement. Right pic: Forestry Corporation of NSW Contractor,
Cover It Employees, from left to right - George Connor, Boyd Young, Jamie Young, Kelvin Young
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New App and Website Development
In response to increased demand for FOLS, ForestWorks
began looking at ways to streamline the current system
and processes. A developer was engaged this year,
to create a new and improved online platform and a
mobile app for FOLS. The new platform and the mobile
app will provide forestry businesses, their employees

10
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and training organisations with greater ease and
flexibility to manage their own records. The FOLS
will be a live record of workers’ current skills, as it
will update immediately whenever new records are
added or changed.

Assessment Moderation
For many years, ForestWorks has facilitated a network for
trainers and assessors to moderate assessment processes
and to ensure consistent standards across industry.
During 2016-17, ForestWorks facilitated eight moderation
teleconferences for various assessment tools.
The service has traditionally been provided through the
Forest Industry Assessment Plan System (FIAPS) and the

Tasmanian Assessors Network. Planning commenced
this year for the service to be consolidated nationally and
included in the FOLS Skills Verification Program, providing
assessors access to a set of assessment tools for skills
standards within the FWP Forest and Wood Products
Training Package.

Some of the Austimber Operators being presented with their new FOLS Cards by Stephen Wentworth from HVP.
Clockwise: Alan Hegarty, David Aucote, Chris McInnes, Laurie Trewin, and Michael Jordan.
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Forestry Better Business Program
Development of the Forestry Better Business Program reached its final stage this year,
with trialling and testing successfully carried out in Tasmania, and the national launch
of the program anticipated for September 2017.
The Forestry Better Business Program will recognise
professional businesses operating to high standards
in the forest industry. It will provide an online platform
for businesses to store and share information to
demonstrate they meet these current standards.
The program will support businesses by simplifying
the information flow between forestry contracting
businesses and forestry managers, and streamlining
existing verification processes.
The standards are described and documented under
the four key areas:

Safety
Environment
Economic
Social
Key benefits of the program include:
•

One agreed set of standards – based of
existing standards, located in one central place,
for everyone to use.

•

Streamlined communication – between forestry
contracting businesses and forestry managers.

•

Business accreditation – a mechanism to
recognise forestry-contracting businesses
operating to high standards.

12
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Following the approval of the business case by
the Tasmanian Government Department of State
Growth, work commenced on the development of a
website and online portal. This continued throughout
2016-17 as the project team worked closely with
industry and the programmers testing and trialling
the program. Trialling of the program in Tasmania
involved three forestry contracting business and three
forest managers creating accounts and uploading
information.
ForestWorks also worked closely with industry to
document the relevant and existing industry standards
against the four key areas of safety, environment,
economic and people. Positioning all the standards
in one location was an asset to all parties. It also
provided the opportunity to discuss any variations in
practice and to reach a common approach, thereby
streamlining the existing quality processes between
forestry contracting businesses and forest managers.
Whilst the program was being developed and trialed in
Tasmania, interest was developing in other States and
regions with respect to the program. In many areas,
the streamlining of communication and processes
was seen as critical to improving efficiencies between
forest managers and contractors. In the Green
Triangle region, local meetings between contractors
and forest managers stimulated the development of a
Work Health and Safety Audit Tool. ForestWorks were
able to provide assistance with this process through
this project.

Work Health and Safety Audit Tool
During 2016-17, ForestWorks supported the Forest
Owners and Service Suppliers (FOSS) committee in
the Green Triangle region to develop a Work Health
and Safety Audit Tool. It was developed to meet the
challenge of forestry contracting businesses being
audited by multiple forest managers, against slightly
different standards.

The audit tool was used and trialled by industry in the
Green Triangle and created efficiencies for all parties
involved in safety auditing processes. The tool is
scalable and can be used nationally. As such, it has been
reviewed more broadly, for use in other regions across
Australia, with the aim to improve safety management
and compliance within our industry.

The concept of one audit tool came from contractors
involved in the FOSS committee, identifying ways to
be more efficient. The tool describes one set of best
practice safety standards and provides a template for all
contractors to be audited against. It will result in fewer
audits, with each one following the same format, saving
businesses time and streamlining existing processes.

The Work Health and Safety Audit Tool will be launched
as a national tool in July 2017. It will be housed on the
Forestry Better Business Program website, as it aligns to
the national safety standards.
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Skills Standards and Qualifications
ForestWorks continued to work with industry on skills standards and qualifications
development, through contractual arrangements with the national Skills Service
Organisation, Skills Impact.
ForestWorks’ contract included:
•

Support services to the Industry Reference Committees (IRCs) for the forest,
wood and timber products and pulp and paper manufacturing industries; and

•

Supporting these IRCs to manage government approved training package
projects (to improve skills standards and qualifications).

Supporting Industry Reference
Committees (IRCs)
Industry Reference Committees (IRCs) are the formal
channel for considering industry skills requirements
in the development and review of training packages.
Each IRC has a membership made up of people with
close links to industry, who understand the skills
needs of their sector, industry or occupation.
IRCs advise the Australian Industry and Skills
Committee (AISC) about the skills needs of their
industry sector, ensuring training packages meet the
needs and concerns of employers, employees, training
providers, and people seeking training qualifications.
To ensure industry’s voice is heard, IRCs gather
information from their industry sector—including
challenges, opportunities, trends and industry
requirements for training—to advise on training
packages. This information is used to develop and
review training packages to help make sure the
national training system provides the qualifications,
knowledge and skill sets that industry needs. IRCs
promote the use of vocational education and training
in the industry sectors they represent.
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ForestWorks supports four IRCs related to our industry
sectors through contractual arrangements with the
national Skills Service Organisation, Skills Impact.
IRCs are a newly developed process reporting to
the AISC. As part of the setup phase, induction
meetings were held to clarify expectations, agree on
a Memorandum of Understanding for meeting and
operational protocols and to undertake governance
training.
At the beginning of this financial year, the structure
and membership of the IRCs was reviewed, as part of
a process established by the Australian Industry Skills
Committee (AISC) to ensure representative industry
coverage and expertise to support training package
development.
ForestWorks consulted industry and supported
applicants to become IRC members. The structure and
membership of the three new IRCs was confirmed by
the AISC in February 2017:
•

Forest Management and Harvesting IRC

•

Timber and Wood Processing IRC

•

Timber Building Solutions IRC

The process to review the structure and membership
of the Pulp and Paper Manufacturing IRC commenced
with the AISC calling for feedback on the proposed
structure. Calls for membership nominations opened
in March 2017. The final make-up of this committee is
expected to be finalised by the AISC in July 2017.
ForestWorks encouraged industry to provide feedback
on the proposed structure and membership of all IRCs
during the allocated consultation periods.

•
•

Safe and appropriate operation of the machine;

•

Practices for production cycle efficiency and
product quality, including minimal damage to
log products, correct product segregation and
stacking, identification and presentation to the
roadside or landing area.

•

2 existing units of competency were reviewed for
mechanical processor operations and debarking of
logs. Feedback from industry was that they should
be retained;

•

1 unit of competency and a skill set for boom
delimber operations were recommended to be
deleted, as the technology is no longer used in
Australia;

•

5 skill sets were updated to reflect and include the
new codes in the updated units of competency.

Gathering industry intelligence about skills gaps
Skill gaps and training package projects were
identified based on the previous IRC Skills Forecast
and Proposed Schedule of Work and feedback from
the IRC members and broad industry consultation.
Industry consultation was held between 8-31 March,
when the draft priority skill needs were made
available. It was then submitted to the Australian
Industry Skills Committee (AISC) on 28 April 2017.
The need to update skills standards in line with
current forest harvesting optimisation processes and
technologies was identified as a key skills priority
in the 2016-2019 IRC Skills Forecast and Proposed
Schedule of Work. A project to commence work on
this skills gap was approved by the AISC in late 2016.
ForestWorks supported the Forest Management and
Harvesting IRC to undertake this project.

Forest Harvesting
Optimisation Project
The Forest Harvesting Optimisation Project
commenced in December 2016 with the establishment
of a Technical Advisory Committee to support the
work to review and develop units of competency
in line with current forest harvesting optimisation
technology and the impact on utilisation processes.
During the development work, the project achieved
the following:
•

10 existing units of competency were reviewed for
harvesting machine operations to include:

Broad industry consultation took place between
2 June and 30 June 2017 when the draft units and
skill sets were made available on the Skills Impact
website. Feedback was collected and analysed with
the Technical Advisory Committee, consistent with
Training Package Standards, and incorporated into
the units. Further industry consultation will be held
between 27 July and 11 August to validate the final
draft units.
The project is to be finalised for submission to the
Australian Industry and Skills Committee (AISC) at the
end of October 2017.
Potential new projects were identified during the
consultation and development phase of this project
and will be considered by the IRC for inclusion in the
next year’s IRC Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule
of Work.

2 new units of competency were developed, for the
efficient use of on-board computer systems related
to single grip harvester and forwarder;
ForestWorks Annual Report 2016-2017
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Corporate Services to the
Skills Service Organisation

•

Start-up corporate services

focus on its core business. It included the provision of
office accommodation and office infrastructure. The
office provision involved the expansion and set up of
the office in North Melbourne to accommodate the
two companies and associated staff. The project was
managed by ForestWorks and involved demolition and
construction of facilities within the existing building
infrastructure. Skills Impact are a sub-tenant of
ForestWorks at this site.

•

Ongoing corporate services

Ongoing corporate services included two components:

ForestWorks provided contract services to Skills
Impact during 2016-17. Skills Impact is one of the six
newly formed Skills Service Organisations funded by
the Australian Government Department of Education
and Training.
ForestWorks had two corporate service contracts with
Skills Impact:

In order to assist Skills Impact become operational in
as short a period as possible, Skills Impact contracted
ForestWorks to provide start-up corporate services.
This enabled Skills Impact to leverage off ForestWorks
established systems and processes allowing it to

16
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•

Office provision and infrastructure support to Skills
Impact in our North Melbourne office; and

•

Contracted functions including Finance, Research
and Communications.

Skills Advice –
For Industry and Government
During 2016-2017, ForestWorks met with industry and industry associations to gather
intelligence about current skills challenges and needs. The Feedback gathered contributed
to our advice to state and federal governments. It also helped us to develop our services to
meet industry needs.
Engagement with the Skills and Employment Council (SEC) and State based Groups provided
ForestWorks with the ability to capture a broad range of industry viewpoints on current
trends and issues in 2016-17.

NSW Industry Training
Advisory Body (ITAB)
ForestWorks was re-appointed by the NSW Department
of Industry Training Services to provide executive officer
services to the Industry Training Advisory Body (ITAB) for
the Forest, Forest Products and Furnishing Industries. It
continues the role that ForestWorks has undertaken in
NSW for well over ten years.
ITABs provide core services in four key performance areas:
•

Assist the Department to identify industry skill needs,
priorities and skills development issues for funded
training in NSW.

•

Promote training to industry and provide brokerage
services to assist in the take-up of funded training,
including school based apprenticeships and
traineeships, in collaboration with Training Services
NSW.

•

•

Advise the Department on apprenticeship and
traineeship arrangements in NSW, including school
based arrangements and the establishment of
Vocational Training Orders.
Advise on the development, review and
implementation of Training Packages/Training
Products.

Two committees guided the work of the ITAB: the
Forestry Committee and the Furnishing Design and
Manufacture Committee, which met quarterly with
members, being consulted out-of-session as needed.
The Committee members include large employers,
industry peak bodies, CFMEU and other industry
associations.
Highlights for the NSW ITAB this financial year included:
•

Convening a meeting of Forestry Corporation NSW,
the regional office of Training Services NSW and a
number of north coast NSW harvest and haulage
contractors to address the skills gap in required
competencies, and identification of funding for
operator training;

•

Contributing to the development of the 2018 Skills
List, requesting the addition of a new pathways
qualification to generate interest in furnishing
trades amongst school students, with support from
Furnishing Industry Association of Australia (FIAA) and
TAFE NSW;

•

Meeting with the Asylum Seekers Centre to investigate
opportunities for cooperation between STAC
members and asylum seekers. Two large employers
expressed an interest in accessing this workforce.
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VIC Industry Advisory Groups
(IAGs)

National Workforce
Development Fund

ForestWorks was contracted by the Victorian
Government to provide executive officer support to
two new Industry Training Advisory Bodies (IAGs):

ForestWorks continued to support workers in the forest,
wood, paper and timber products industry by assisting
enterprises to manage projects under the National
Workforce Development Fund (NWDF).

•

Resources, Forestry, Paper and Pulp; and

•

Construction, including Construction Technologies
and Civil Construction.

IAGs replaced the Victorian Industry Training Advisory
Body structures. They were established by the Victorian
Government to provide advice to the Victorian Skills
Commissioner (VSC) on matters including skill demand
pressures and future industry skills needs. These groups
met quarterly and the following issues were identified:
•

thin markets;

•

koala management;

•

high value products produced by pulp and
paper manufacturing plants; and

•

Civil Construction Trade Establishment.

18
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The 2016-17 financial year saw the last of the NWDF
learners complete their qualifications as part of this
fund. The majority of those enrolled entered into
Certificate III or IV qualifications. In total, 280 learners
completed qualifications over the course of the NWDF
program. This large increase of employees with formal
qualifications provides great benefit to the industry by
both recognising and improving the level of knowledge
of the industry’s workforce.
ForestWorks continues to work with the Department on
the submission of final reports and fund acquittal. This
process will be completed by November 2017.

Left pic: from left to right: Eva James, Skills Advisory Manager at ForestWorks; Guy Barnett, Tasmanian Minister for Resources; Diana
Lloyd, General Manager of ForestWorks; Brett McKay, General Manager of McKay Timber; and Karen Hall, Chair of the Tasmanian
Forest Contractors Association. Right pic: Guy Barnett, Tasmanian Minister for Resources, being interviewed at launch event.

Training and Skills Development Service (Tasmania)
This year saw the commencement of the Training and
Skills Development Service (TSDS) in Tasmania. The
service is the second component of the Employee
Assistance Program that ForestWorks has been
delivering on behalf of the Tasmanian Department of
State Growth.

The service was overseen by a Steering Committee
whose members came from a cross-section of the
Tasmanian Forest and Timber Industry. The Steering
Committee met formally every quarter, guided by Terms
of Reference. Guidelines were developed to form the
basis for assessment and approval of applications.

The TSDS fund will assist Tasmanian forestry workers
adjust to changing job requirements, brought
about by advances in technology and new product
development. Funding is available for training courses
that will benefit industry and which are relevant
to current and future job roles. Courses must be
provided by a registered training organisation.
The service also enables workers to gain formal
recognition for skills they have already gained.

TSDS is administered by ForestWorks, using a custombuilt portal that captures all application information,
including learner data, assessment documentation,
contracts and all required evidence to support the
payment of government contributions, to adhere to
departmental compliance requirements.

The Tasmanian Minister for Resources, Guy Barnett,
formally launched TSDS at an event hosted by
McKay Timber in Launceston on 12 December. First
applications were accepted in January 2017. In the first
eight months of the program, 106 applications were
approved, covering approximately 1,200 learners and
over $2 million in government contributions.

TSDS is funded by the Australian and Tasmanian
Governments to support the rebuilding and reskilling of
the Tasmanian forest and timber industry. ForestWorks
is responsible for administering, implementation,
compliance and reporting of this $6 million fund.

ForestWorks Annual Report 2016-2017
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Industry Engagement
During 2016-17, ForestWorks continued to facilitate a wide range of networks for information
exchange and learning, and to foster the connection between industry stakeholders
Industries’ commitment to ForestWorks activities is highly valued and therefore all efforts
are made to keep industry up to date on ForestWorks activities and services.

Networks

State Based Meetings

ForestWorks’ networks were a crucial element in all
ForestWorks services this financial year, as they helped us
to develop our services to meet industry needs. They also
provided the opportunity for industry to discuss issues
relating to training and skills needs. Feedback gathered
contributed to our advice to state and federal governments.

State and industry-specific advisory committees provide
ForestWorks with a depth of industry intelligence. They
are made up of representatives from a diverse range of
enterprises and RTOs, who have specialist knowledge
across industry.

In working closely with industry through our various
networks, we were able to keep well informed about
current industry concerns, opportunities and areas for
growth and development.

Skills and Employment Council
The Skills and Employment Council (SEC) is ForestWorks’
key reference group. Membership is primarily from
associations and large enterprises, representing all
industry sectors.
ForestWorks’ SEC provides an industry forum to discuss
key trends and developments and their impact on
training and skills needs. ForestWorks used information
from this forum in 2016-17 to help develop our services
for industry. It also provided the opportunity to brief
industry on ForestWorks' projects and contracts.
The council met twice this year. Members gathered
in Canberra on 23 November 2016 and 5 April 2017
in Melbourne. In April, the meeting coincided with the
Industry Reference Committee meetings, providing
industry intelligence and advice to these forums on
industry skill needs, for consideration in the review of
industry skill standards and qualifications development.
The November meeting was held in conjunction with the
Australian Forest Products Association’s Parliamentary
Friends of Forestry & Forest Products Annual Dinner.

20
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State based advisory committees assisted ForestWorks
with identifying and refining our services and identifying
new areas of opportunity to assist industry. Each State
has a slightly different model of engagement based on
contracts and services relevant to their area of operation.
In Tasmania, engagement was consolidated through
projects such as the Forestry Better Business Program
and the Training and Skills Development Service, which
allowed regular input and viewpoints from industry.
During 2016-17, ForestWorks held government contracts
for industry advisory arrangements in New South Wales
and Victoria.

Workplace Health and Safety
During 2016-17, ForestWorks facilitated a series of state
based WHS groups on behalf of industry. The primary
objective of the groups was to work constructively and
co-operatively in a learning environment, in pursuit of
sustainable and safer workplaces. Workplace health and
safety (WHS) is of critical importance to the forest, wood,
timber and paper products industry, due to the high-risk
nature of some activities.
The groups met up to four times across the year to
collaborate on WHS practices and issues for the industry
and best practice safety. Key WHS issues identified
related to workplace accidents, load restraint, safety
leadership and training.

Communications
ForestWorks has undergone a review of its
operations the last year. As a result, we have
streamlined our focus to four key areas
of operations:
1. FOLS Skills Verification Program
2. Forestry Better Business Program
3. Skills standards and qualifications
4. Industry advice to Government
As a symbol of this renewal, ForestWorks received a
fresh new look, with an updated logo and new website.
It signified a contemporary change to our services over
the past 12 months, while recognising that the core
purpose of ForestWorks remains the same - to support
industry develop its workforce skills. Our new website
consolidates our role in industry, clearly illustrating the
diversification of our business to providing services for
industry.

Steering Committees and
Technical Advisors
Industry based steering committees and/or technical
advisory groups were in place for all ForestWorks key
programs and services, to ensure they were being
developed and delivered in a way that met industry’s
needs. They were fundamental to ensuring our projects
and programs produce products that can be used and
valued by industry.
During 2016-17, industry-led steering committees
guided the development of the FOLS Skills Verification
Program, the Forestry Better Business Program and the
Training and Skills Development Service (Tasmania).
Technical advisors supported the development and
review of harvesting units of competency in the
Forest Harvesting Optimisation Project to ensure
the revised drafts were being updated in line with
current forest harvesting optimisation technology
and the impact on processes.

Our regular Skills Update newsletter informed
subscribers of not only ForestWorks activities but also
industry events and funding sources.
ForestWorks took the opportunity to attend industry
events to discuss training needs and our services with a
range of industry stakeholders, including presentations
at conferences like the Australian Forest Growers and
Safety Summit, regional meetings and presentations to
industry associations and companies.

ForestWorks Annual Report 2016-2017
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ForestWorks hosted an Afternoon Teal, fundraising and networking event

Women in Forestry and Timber Network (WFTN)
The WFTN is a national women’s network for the forest,
wood, paper and timber products industry. ForestWorks
continued to provide secretariat services through the
WFTN National Advisory Group, which meets quarterly.
The National Advisory Group commenced a Strategic
Plan for WFTN during 2016-17, by inviting members to
contribute to the strategic planning process.
The National Advisory Group welcomed Candice Fennell,
Regional Manager at L.V. Dohnt from WA, while Julie
George resigned as Chairperson. We acknowledge and
thank Julie for her valuable contribution and leadership.
Diana Lloyd, General Manager of ForestWorks, was
appointed as the Interim Chair while the strategic plan is
being developed.
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Healthcare Insurance remained the principle sponsor
and we saw a steady flow of new members through
2016-17.
A number of network functions were held across VIC,
QLD, SA & WA this year, including many that were in
regional areas, with regional community members
getting involved and organising the events. ForestWorks
hosted an Afternoon Teal event in February in
Melbourne, to help facilitate networking opportunities
whilst raising awareness and funds for a key women’s
health issue – ovarian cancer. Afternoon Teal is a play on
words, of afternoon tea and teal the international colour
of ovarian cancer.

Summary of ForestWorks
Programs and Contracts 2016-17
Title

Funding & Timeframe

Outline

FOLS Skills Verification Program

ForestWorks

The ForestWorks Board approved funding
of the expansion and redevelopment of the
FOLS program to meet industry’s needs.
This investment is funded from Reserves
with the view that industry uptake nationally
will support this investment.

Forestry Better Business Program
Tasmania Department of State
Growth Employee Assistance
Program – Forest Operations and
Contractor Business Accreditation
Scheme

Tasmania Department
of State Growth
(Concluded March
31 2017)

This project funds the design and development
of a voluntary accreditation scheme for business
operators in Tasmania.

Corporate Services for Skills
Impact, establishment

Skills Impact Ltd
(Concluded June 30 2017)

To provide corporate services to Skills Impact
so it can establish itself as an Skills Service
Organisation

Corporate Services for
Skills Impact ongoing

Skills Impact Ltd
(December 31 2018)

This contact has two components:
• office space and office infrastructure
provision and
• support services to Skills Impact on an
ongoing basis primarily in Communications,
Finance and Research.

IRC Support for Skills Impact

Skills Impact Ltd
(December 31 2018)

Provision of the IRC function on contract to
Skills Impact to ensure the 4 forestry, wood,
paper and timber products IRCs are able to
operate effectively.

Training Package Development
work in FWP and PPM

Skills Impact Ltd
(December 31 2018)

To provide training product development work
for FWP, PPM and other sectors as required
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Title

Funding & Timeframe

Outline

Victorian Industry Advisory
Arrangements

Victorian Department of
Education and Training
via the Victorian Industry
Advisory Council
(Concludes 30
November 2018)

ForestWorks maintains industry networks
and provides industry advice to the Victorian
government via the Victorian Industry Advisory
Council for two Industry Advisory Groups:
• Resources, forestry, forest products
and pulp and paper
• Construction

New South Wales Forestry ITAB
and New South Wales Furnishing
Design and Manufacturing ITAB

New South Wales
Department of
Industry
(Concludes June 2018)

ForestWorks provided Industry Advisory
Board services via agreed activities for the
forestry forest products and furnishing
industries in New South Wales.

National Workforce
Development Fund (NWDF)

Department of Industry
(concludes December 2017)

ForestWorks continued to assist enterprises
support their workers progress through
qualifications as part of this National
Workforce Development Fund (NWDF).

Training Package
Development services

Skills Impact
(completed April 2017)

Review and edit units from Food Processing,
Sugar and Seafood training packages to meet
compliance standards.

Training Package
Development Services

Skills Impact
(concludes September2017)

Forest Harvesting Optimisation Project. Develop
new units, review and update existing units.

Training Package
Development Services

Skills Impact
(completed July 2017)

Review and edit units from Retail Baking.
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